
 

„Does not provide a gateway for input of data and does not display a log. „Once you have entered an IP address into the
program, the program will scan the network for all possible IP address on it, and report the MAC address that was found.
„As the program will start a scan, you can select a range of IP addresses you want to look at, so you can select an IP address
range for a whole network or a range of specific IP addresses for each host computer in your network. „The program will
find all of the available MAC addresses for the network, along with the hostname and the manufacturer of the device. „The
program displays a separate window for the information that has been found. You can export the information in text format
(TXT) or CSV format to any text file. „This program is not an IP firewall, it simply scans the IP addresses for the
manufacturer, host name and MAC address. „This program does not replace your router, or any other firewalls or security
programs. „The IP Address Checker reports only the manufacturer, host name and MAC address found on a network. The
Windows OS and other security programs will not be touched. „Does not provide a gateway for input of data and does not
display a log. „When you enter an IP address into the program, the program will scan the network for all possible IP address
on it, and report the MAC address that was found. „As the program will start a scan, you can select a range of IP addresses
you want to look at, so you can select an IP address range for a whole network or a range of specific IP addresses for each
host computer in your network. „The program will find all of the available MAC addresses for the network, along with the
hostname and the manufacturer of the device. „The program displays a separate window for the information that has been
found. You can export the information in text format (TXT) or CSV format to any text file. „This program is not an IP
firewall, it simply scans the IP addresses for the manufacturer, host name and MAC address. „This program does not replace
your router, or any other firewalls or security programs. „The IP Address Checker reports only the manufacturer, host name
and MAC address found on a network. The Windows OS and other security programs will not be touched. 70238732e0 
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KEYMACRO is a ready-to-use, professional software solution that allows you to generate macros for Microsoft Word and
Excel. Moreover, it offers numerous functional options like Cut, Copy, Paste, Run, Save, Hide, undo, and so on. You can
freely choose the language of the macros. Moreover, the software makes it possible for you to add or edit various texts and
formulas in macros. Features: - Automatically generate macros; - Create macros using simple tools; - Add various texts and
formulas; - Run macros; - Use automatic formatting in macros; - Hide macros in macro list; - Export macros; - Macros can
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be executed directly in Microsoft Word and Excel; - Keep macro database; - Supports Chinese, English, and other languages.
System Requirements: - Microsoft Word and Excel are required. IP CHECKER is a program to detect the IP-address,
network and internet connection speed, and local network status. It will detect if there are any local network problems and
suggests to you the address of the ISP, WAN and LAN routers. IP CHECKER will show you the detailed connection status
of the modem and local router, including WAN connection status and LAN connection status. IP CHECKER is a
professional application to check and display the network connection information on Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1, Windows
10/Windows Server 2008/2008 R2/2012/2012 R2 and Vista. Key features: - Detect the IP-address, network and internet
connection speed, and local network status, including modem, local router, WAN connection status and LAN connection
status. - If there is a problem, you can see the ISP, WAN and LAN routers. - Network statistics, such as average connection
speed, packet loss and error rate, can be displayed. IP-Checker is a lightweight software application designed specifically for
helping you check out your IP address using automatic actions. It can be deployed on all Windows versions out there. Clean
looks The tool reveals a simplistic layout that embeds all configuration parameters into a single panel. The setup options look
highly intuitive so you are not going to spend a lot of time tweaking them. Get your IP address You do not need to perform
any special tweaks in order to retrieve your IP address, as the program is able to automatically reveal the information in the
main panel. What’s more, you are allowed to copy 
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